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FORWARD PROGRESS
Trends in the field of vocational rehabilitation have been most strongly 

influenced by those with a passion for social work and social justice. This 

has resulted in person-centered services, strong advocates and constant 

movement toward higher standards in the quality of life for those who 

experience disAbilities. We are relatively new, however, in prioritizing the 

values and culture of the business world when designing accommodations 

and programs.



CONTINUING THE JOURNEY

Employed individuals who do not manage their own 

funds often have no understanding that production 

equals earnings; producing more provides more 

money, freedom h opportunity.

Where does this leave us? Cheerleading.

Consequences of this can be seen in the lack of 

relationships to money and production for 

supported employees. 

Supervisors, often without confidence about 

accommodation needs, rely on coaches to 

monitor and set work goals for an individual with 

disAbilities. 



Employment Model, Meet Business Model

What’s the bottom line 

of any business?

Where do the mission 

and dollars meet?

Most employers want to do the right 

thing. Our job is to translate hard 

earned social justice into their mission 

and bottom line. To do this, we use 

business model tools.



The CEO of Harrison Medical Center 

and the Supervisors who have hired WIN supported 

employees are both on video at ableopps.com

They welcome you to tour their success.



Job Development using Cost Analysis

Pitch to bottom line 

budgets.

We do not "carve" or 

"customize". 

We offer cost saving 

business solutions.

We are business 

efficiency specialists.



Utilize supports that allow the employer to be the boss; right the relationship 

of the job coach! Ensure someone can represent them themselves. Video 

resumes / picture resumes / visual reporting.

Normalize the cycle: 

my parent, my teacher, my boss.



Money Jigs

Almost everyone has a relationship with 

money; even if they never touch it, they see 

the power it wields.

Use real money, not tokens. ALWAYS.

Identify what motivates the person to earn. Dollar store items?     Avoid 

food items.

Start with attainable goals, set up and clean up can constitute an earning 

point. Use pictures or clear visual markers of expectations.

Spend the money immediately to start; at the end of the shift (even if its 

one hour long) earnings are used to purchase.

Extend expectations with skill acquisition, require more work to earn with 

clear markers for a raise.



A Money Jig can be made for any combination of coin.  This one 

holds four quarters. We shop at the dollar store for items to 

purchase with earnings. We find a community sponsor to donate 

$200/year to allow someone to learn production = earnings.



Trepp uses the wA app & a money jig for concrete 

information about work expectations and earnings.

Trepp checks with his coach, saying "Money" to confirm he will be earning.



A clear connection to earnings is motivating Chris to increase 

his work speed to competitive employment rates.



Data is tracked on the 

job and fed into this 

table.  The graph 

immediately shows 

production flow.

Employees hand this 

to their supervisor 

directly, allowing 

concrete discussion of 

expectations & goals.

Production Charts



A graph measuring earnings and lost wages is an option to provide 

concrete information about work choices.



Practice: simple 

data entry can 

translate into 

powerful visual 

reporting.

What are you 

measuring-

efficiency, 

stamina?

Which chart best 

represents this 

data? 





WORK AUTONOMY
A PERSON-CENTERED ACCOMMODATION TOOL

WorkAutonomy allows accommodation to some of the greatest barriers in the work 

place: communication with customers, co-workers and supervisors, tracking 

expectations, and understanding the relationship between production and earnings.

Set colors, font, and sections to meet your accommodation needs. Capture video, photo, text, and/or voice 

for messages and a work schedule. Set work parameters with your boss, then…

Play Messages Track Schedule Track Expectations Track Production

Now Available on iTunes



Eric, who came to 

present at APSE in 

2014, says "I love using 

the Work Autonomy 

App because I can do 

my job and the job 

coach can go away!"



The daily view allows reading of 

the task names.

The month view 

shows 

consistency of 

performance.

DECIDE ON THE EMAIL PLAN             

- what should be sent?



Work Autonomy
A Person-Centered Accommodation 

Tool

Quick Guide 

Programming Walk Thru

Allowing users to capture 

their own experience 

customized to their needs.



Scenarios

Joe was just hired as the dishwasher in a nursing home. His job 

includes busing tables, loading the dishwasher, folding napkins, 

setting tables, and unloading the dishwasher. Joe works hard but 

at a snails pace, waiting for cues from his job coach.

Samantha works inputting returned mail into a spreadsheet for a 

large corporation. She has trouble focusing, preferring to chat with 

co-workers and watch the goings on of the office place.

We'll work together to identify a plan for introducing money in the 

following two situations. There are many unknown variables.  Feel free 

to fill in story lines that support your plan.

Identify a plan that includes how to raise production and earnings over time.



Your Caseload

Write out a plan for motivating your client by connecting money and 

purchasing power thru a jig, chart or the Work Autonomy app.

To allow a right relationship with an employer, identify their role in using this 

jig, chart or app to communicate with their employee.

Identify 2 markers to increase expectations and earnings. Ex) When Tim is 

completing 30 builds/shift, we will up the...

Identify someone on your current caseload 

or make up a general model for your 

company using a real client, past or present.

Begin by making two lists: the challenges of 

the employee to meet competitive 

employment goals & the employer needs.



Programs are becoming easier, 

access to tutorials is quick...

The key is to play around with the tools, become familiar 

enough to make the kind of charts you need.

Visual charts of performance, tracked by both employer and 

employee allow for greater independence! These are 

powerful tools.

Remember you can contact me anytime with 

questions! Thanks for your work to change these 

entrenched barriers! 
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